
CALIBRE e4


PORSCHE EDITION

TAG HEUER  CONNECTED



Crafted to fulfilL your wishes

The new TAG Heuer Connected Calibre E4 - Porsche Edition 

is a luxury connected timepiece inspired by the design of 

the iconic all-electric Porsche Taycan collection, with 

exclusive Wear OS features for Porsche owners where 

information from their car is displayed directly on the 

watch face.



The case is sandblasted black titanium, giving the watch a 

light, sporty feel and the black ceramic polished bezel has 

a dedicated scale going from zero to 400, referencing the 

Porsche car’s speed, which can be used to read functions 

relating to the car or to display metrics like heart rate.



REFERENCE

SBR8A82.EB0264

KEY FEATURES

OPERATING SYSTEM


Wear2 by Google

CASE


Black DLC titanium grade 2 

sandblasted case


Black polished ceramic with frozen blue 

and grey lacquer details

WATCH EXPERIENCE


General and dedicated Porsche watch 

faces


Sports Watch App: Running, Cycling, 

Swimming, Fitness, and Golf Wellness


Other TAG Heuer branded micro apps: 

Stopwatch, Timer, Alarm

DIAL


Domed sapphire crystal

SIZE


45 mm

WATER RESISTANCE


50 meters

STRAPS


Carbon like black calf skin, black 

rubber base strap


Black DLC titanium grade 2 folding 

clasp with double safety push-

buttons



 The watch’s strap is built to evoke the iconic design used in 

the interior of the Porsche cars. Designed in carbon-like 

black calf skin with blue stitching, it echoes the leather 

finishing inside the car in both color and structure. The 

watch’s strap has a rubber base for a comfortable and 

sporty wear.



AN EXCLUSIVE WATCH FACE

The TAG Heuer Connected Calibre E4 - Porsche Edition watch comes with an 
exclusive watch face, ‘Circuit’, only available to owners of the watch. A Porsche 
watch face has been available for previous TAG Heuer Connected watches, and 
has proved hugely popular with customers.



The new ‘Circuit’ watch face is highlighted in frozen blue, with a design inspired 
both by electrical circuitry (in a nod to both the electric Taycan and the TAG Heuer 
Connected watch itself) and to racing circuits. Three chronograph-style 
complications can be used to display information from the watch directly on 
screen, such as step counter and heart rate, or information drawn directly from 
compatible Porsche models.



Compatible models include the Panamera (as of G2), 911 (as of 991.2), Cayenne (as 
of E2.2), Taycan (as of J1), Macan (as of Macan I), 718 (as of 982).

TEMPERATURE

SHORTCUT

GAS AUTONOMY

KMS OR MILES

CAR BATTERY 
%

MILEAGE 
KMS OR MILES

ELECTRIC AUTONOMY

KMS OR MILES
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